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May 20, 2020: The next major release of Viz One
and Viz Studio is now available. The new release

includes not only fixes and optimizations, but it also
brings a completely new user experience to movie
production, media, and creative professionals. It is
packed with great new features and upgrades and
includes both Viz One 7.3 and Studio 8.0 July 29,

2020: The latest 2019-20 Studio 8.0.0 was released
on July 20th, 2020. This latest update also includes a
major upgrade to Viz Video Player, which is required
for the Visual Studio Experience Editor to function.
Numerous bug fixes and other improvements were
also included, but its primary focus is on bug fixes
and performance improvements. Viz Video Player,

Viz Studio, Viz One and the WinViz SDK were
updated. September 25, 2020: Viz One 7.4.2 and
Studio 8.0.2 were released. Both are maintenance
releases and contain some general improvements

and bug fixes. Read the release article below to get
all the details. Viz One 7.4.2 includes various fixes

and improvements and Studio 8.0.2 includes
updates to video player and the new WinVS

Experience editor. October 7, 2020: Viz One 7.5.0
and Studio 8.0.3 were released. These two

maintenance releases include some general fixes
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and improvements, including playback of variable
bitrate streams in Viz Studio. In addition, Studio’s

new WinVS Experience Editor 2.0.3 is now available
with some bug fixes and improvements, among

which a new “Arrow” tool in the clip view and a new
color palette. October 28, 2020: Viz One 7.6.0 and
Studio 8.0.4 were released. In addition to the major

upgrades to Viz Studio and Viz One, this latest
version also includes two other major improvements:

New crossfades in Viz Studio and a new level of
Deinterlacing in Viz One. This latest update also
includes more fixes and improvements, including
playback of Variable bitrate streams in Viz Studio
and fixes for playback of compressed video files.
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vizjig studio makes it easy to create, view, simulate,
and analyze the behavior of a complex real system.
this course demonstrates the various applications

and features of the vizjig studio software to the user.
may 5th, 2022: the latest minor release of viz one
7.3 and major release of studio 8.0 bring multiple

user experience improvements, bug fixes, and
modernizes the editing experience in studio player
(edl handling, improved control and navigation of

clips, etc.) in order to replace precut, providing users
with an html-only editing interface with no need for

legacy apps. active customers can download the
installation files and release notes from the vizrt ftp

site. read the full release article by clicking the
button below. serato studio is the go-to daw for beat
making. studios sample-based workflow removes all
the technical clutter so producers can get right into
the flow. its powerful and intuitive interface is clean
and simple, allowing producers of all levels to make
heavy-hitting beats fast. automation studio serves to
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create an environment with synergy that stimulates
the students interest as well as the development of

the necessary problem-solving skills once the
animated system can be viewed. for the instructor, it
is a powerful tool that can bring to the classroom a

simulated electrical system of the s-76 and the
behaviour of the aircraft panel, allowing several

faults to be inserted for discussion and
troubleshooting. august 4th, 2022: viz one 7.3.1 and

studio 8.0.1 are now officially available. both are
maintenance releases and include several

improvements, new features, and bug fixes. active
customers can download the installation files and
release notes from the vizrt ftp site. 5ec8ef588b
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